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Commander Profile:Sheikh Abu Anas Shami
this world and he ordered no one
was to use mobile phones in the
battle (Abu Anas was martyred by
mobile phone-tracking).”

He was originally from Palestine,
than he moved with his family to
Jordan, than Saudi Arabia, than
Kuwait. He obtained Islamic studies
at Madinah University. He was
known to write many Islamic books
such as “Book on Sufiyyah” and
many other books. He was respected
much amongst the Mujahideen
brothers. In mid 1990s, he migrated
to the land of Bosnia for Jihad.
When the American forces invaded
Iraq, he went to join the brothers in
Iraq. He continued to preach Islam
amongst the Mujahideen brothers.
Shaikh Abu Mushab al Zarqawi (the
leader of the then Tawheed wal
Jihad group) loved Abu Anas dearly.
He was than appointed the second
in command of the Tawhid wal
Jihad organisation. Abu Anas
helped in the massacre of American
Soldiers in Fallujah.
Abu Anas attained his martyrdom
during the second battle for
Fallujah. Abu Maysara al Iraqi says
in his book, Abu Mushab al
Zarqawi as I knew him.
“We (Zarqawi and Maysara) rushed
to see the photos of the Shuhadaa
who was martyred lately, while
browsing these photos we came on
the photo of Abu Anas and our
hearts sank. Abu Mushab al
Zarqawi tried to hold back his tears
when he heard that Abu Anas left

We ask Allah to grant him Jannah
al Firdaws.
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A sniper is a highly skilled in field
craft and marksmanship who
delivers long range, precision fire at
selected targets from concealed
positions. For chapter 1, your
specification is as follows:
You have downloaded on your
computer the text of several books.
You want to be able to select a book
and read a particular page at a time.
You want to be able to set the
length of the page.
The sniper has two missions:
Primary mission is to support
combat operations by delivering
precision fire from concealed
positions.
The sniper also has a
secondary mission of gathering
information for intelligence

Disclaimer: These are theoretical
notes and apparently random
musings. The title is “Theoretical”
and it should be
“THEORETICAL”, it has little
meaning in the field, however, it
does require memorisation by a
dedicated soldier to progress after
he has gained invaluable and
necessary practical experience. The
other issue with theoretical
knowledge is that although it is
often required in any field to
progress, progress is not necessarily
guaranteed.

The Sniper: A
Comprehensive Intro
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purpose.
Selected targets = those targets that
definitely have an outcome on the
immediate battle and enemies
ability to wage a battle.

These are:

Enemy Snipers

Enemy Officers
SNCO’s NCO’s

Duties: The sniper team leader is
responsible for the effective
deployment of his team and care of
its weapons and equipments. When
attached to senior personal, the
leader is responsible for making for
insightful suggestions relative to
proper sniper team employment.

Observation Devices

On one hand, the selection of
potential sniper must be against a
tough criterion to ensure that the
potential can complete his training
successfully. On the other no
commander likes to loose his best
commander to another battalion/
team etc. However the commander
must see the bigger picture and
must be prepared to make sacrifice
for the good of the army and not be
selfish in this regard.

Communication gear and personnel

Crew Served Personnel, Personnel and Equipment

Sniper team consists of a sniper
team leader and sniper scout. Thus
it is a two man team.
Each team has the following
equipment (shared between the two
member team). Sniper rifle with a
10x telescope Standard rifle 20x
spotting scope Wide angle
binoculars with a mil scale Standard
pistol Starlight scope if necessary
Comms equipment The team
leader decides between them to fill
the role of a sniper (with the
sniper rifle) while the other is
equipped with a standard rifle and
acts as an observer.
In addition to sniper skills, the
sniper is also trained in following:
Supporting arms fire, planning and control
Information gathering and reporting
Map and aerial photo reading/land navigation

Communication/Zone briefs
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Requirements for Possible Sniper
Candidates:
Physical Condition:
Excellent conditioning
Stamina
Athlete/Co-ordination

Intelligence:
Marksmanship:
Must be able to learn, apply and teach a
Repeated annual ritual of expert
wide variety of skills
Decisiveness
Knowledge of Infantry tactics
Common Sense/Ingenuity
Glasses:
Liability unless highly qualified

Equanimity:
No uncontrolled emotions
Calm under stress

Left Handed:
Liability unless highly qualified
Field Craft:
At home in the field
Background in the woods
Confidence with a map and compass

Tobacco Habit:
Liability unless highly qualified

Mental Capability:
Thinks for himself
Self confident
Ability to be employed independently
Mature

Telescopic Sight

yards (take regular 100 yards
measurements to ascertain the
idea).
Resolving Power: Magnification,
combined with good optic design
permits resolution of this 1-inch
divided by magnification. Thus,

A telescopic sight is a facilitator for
aim through its lenses and
crosshairs.
The optical System: The optical
system is composed of a series of
glass lenses which transmit and
magnify the image of the target to
the sniper.
The average unaided eye can
distinguish 1-inch detail at 100

1/10 inch detail can be seen at 100
yards with a 10x scope. (Note, if
you have binoculars, practice, and
observe, what is the implication for
distance of a good sniping shoot,
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does it remain the same or
increase,, by how much).
Lens Coating: Lens is coated with a
high efficiency low resolution
(HELR) film. This coating increases
the light gathering capability to
approximately 91 percent of
available light. With uncoated
lenses, 45 percent of available light

is lost in the scope.
Field of view is the diameter of the
picture seen through a scope; it is
usually expressed in “feet at
hundreds of yards”.
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upon the first drop of his
blood, (he will see his place in
Jannah).
2. He will receive protection
from the punishment of the
grave.
3. He will be in security from
the great fear, (day of
Judgement).
4. A crown of honour will be
placed on his head. One
ruby from this crown is better
than the world and all it
contains.
5.He will marry 72 wives
from the Hurs.

I find it useful to compile some of
the great rewards received by the
Shuhadaa (martyrs) who are killed
in Allah Azzawajal’s cause. I want to
begin with some of the rewards of
the Mujahid who is slain in Allah’s
cause receives in Jannah (Paradise).
1-Miqdad Radhi Allahu Anhu
narrates that Sayyidinaa Rasulullah
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam said, "A
Shaheed (martyr) will have seven
qualities when he reaches Allah:
1. His sins will be forgiven
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6. He will intercede on the
behalf of 70 of his relatives.

indescribable because Allah
Subhanahu Wata`alaa is going to
punish the wrong doers severely and
the torturing will be very great and
the people will be filled with fear,
but for the Shaheed, there will no
fear in their hearts.

7.He will be made to wear
clothes of lman (faith).
Tirmidhi, Ahmad, Tabrani
What a easy way to achieve such
great rewards! Allah Azzawajal has
blessed this Ummah with such great
blessings. Most of the other Nations
did not have this great and easy way
of gaining so much reward.

A crown of honour will be placed
on his head. One ruby from this
crown is better than the world and
all it contains. Praise is to Allah!
Allah has made this religion so easy
for the Muslimeen and he has made
the path to Paradise so easy.

All of the 7 rewards mentioned, is
the most important things a for a
Mu`min because the purpose of
performing Salaah, going for Hajj,
paying Zakaat, Remembering Allah
and fasting is all for one objective,
and that is forgiveness for our sins.
And the Shaheed is forgiven
instantly at the first drop of his
blood. There is no better reward
than that because if we are forgiven,
we will be safe from hellfire and will
be granted Paradise.

Allah Subhanahu Wata`alaa is
going to bless the martyr by giving
him 72 wives in Jannah. A person
will be able to see through the Hurs
because of the pureness and delicate
nature of their skin and body.
The Shaheed can intercede on
behalf of seventy of his family
members who are to be thrown to
Hell fire on the day of Judgement.

Also, the Shaheed will receive the
protection from the Punishments of
the grave. That is one of the best
rewards a Mu`min can possibly get
because this means that our sins are
forgiven.

He will wear the clothes of Iman
(belief). This means that he will be
with the Mu`mineen (true
Muslims) on the day of Qiyamah.
Dear Brothers and Sisters, this is a
wonderful time for Shahaadah
because the Jihad is now everywhere
and there is a better and quicker
method of attaining martyrdom

He will be safe from the great fear
of the day of Qiyamah. The
punishments on that day is
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namely, ‘Martyrdom bombers’ or
Amaliyyatul Istish-haad 1.
To be continued InshaAllah...

—————
1– Known as “Suicide bomber” in the west.
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Computer is a tool?
There is a popular view that the
computer has penetrated a majority
of households. However in reality
this is a very narrow view of the
highly literate person who himself
has a computer. In fact, to this day,
computers have only reached a
minority of the world population.
Even in the heart of the so-called
modern civilised world (i.e. USA),
the penetration as only recently hit
55% of households according to
2003 census. This represents a
tremendous opportunity for growth
in this field as well for those few
that do have the computer, a
tremendous power.
However this power can only be
utilised, if one is familiar with what
the tool is and knows how to use it.
Essentially what we know as a
computer, i.e. a PC, is in fact a
multi-purpose computer. This type
of computer is extremely powerful
and yet limited to its form. It can
do anything a user wants it to do
providing he knows how to tell the

Introduction
Computer, in the form that it is
often recognised as a computer (i.e.
a PC or a personal computer), is
probably amongst the most
advanced and powerful tool known
to man. Its power arises from the
fact that it can be programmed to
do any task the user wants of it. Its
limitation is only the hardware
interface it can use to perform a
particular task (e.g. a CPU, or
programmable mechanical
attachments etc, input devices, etc).
This article looks lays an
introductory foundation making
use of a computer as a tool. This
article gives an introduction to
general purpose computers and
concentrates on solely starting to
programme and does not deal with
the intricacies of programming
languages or related issues. The
article also, due its perceived
importance, go into some depth to
provide the reader with information
regarding website design.
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computer to do a particular task
and it is within the resources
available to the central processing
unit inside the core of the
computer. What resources were
once available to dedicated
computers in multimedia
production facilities, or
supercomputers in various
businesses are now available to the
ordinary personal computer user
(or at least in superficial form in
that a lot of hardware based
processing is replaced by software
based processing).
There are many myths that prevent
a user from using a computer to its
full potential. Many think
programming is super difficult.
Let’s be honest, of course, at the
start majority of things worth doing
appear to be difficult. If you have
never swum before, it seems like not
only difficult but scary and even life
threatening. But if we look at the
benefits of swimming and we have
access to a controlled environment
in order to learn, nobody in their
right mind will say, it is not worth
trying. So without further ado let’s
dive in.

development was a very slow process
and its most early result was the
assembly language. (Technically
someone may argue Assembly
language came very late, the initial
process of telling a computer what
to do was via punch cards and there
is a whole lot of history omitted
here). Programmers developed one
of the earliest languages in
computing allowing them to do
away with laborious redesign of
punch cards and executions just
because of minor adjustments
required in task being undertaken
by the computer.
I would not recommend a newbie
programmer to start with assembly
but nevertheless I have included a
link in the references to whet the
appetites of those who when told
don’t go in the water, want to dive
head on 1. But I still have to warn
them, this will not give the same
momentary excitement as
disobeying authority and learning
assembly demands commitment
and willing to smash your brain
against a dead end a few countless
times.
C/C++ - [Revolution]

At the time of Assembly,
programmers required a great deal
of understanding of the underlying
technology as well as the program
they were working on. For one
thing, maintenance was a
nightmare. It also meant, new

Assembly – (Braintease)
Programming language is actually
not a language for the computer; it
is a language for the purpose of the
user. Unfortunately its
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recruits required lengthy and
intense training before they could
do some simple and useful tasks.
With the advent of C in 1970 meant
doing away with such hurdles in
programming. There were other
programming languages about but
they could not offer the power of C
and C was a revolutionary in
programming terms. Assembly was
the only powerful language at the
time. FORTRAN at the time
would offer optimised code for
certain algorithms while BASIC was
easy to learn but lacked power of
assembly. C offered both the
power, efficiency and ease of
learning that took the computing
world by a storm. Too many C was
the beginning of the programming
and the computing era.
Programming now introduced a
new concept, “procedural
programming”. C could structure
code in functions. Program design
was done via flow charts detailing
processes and decisions on it. These
processes can be generalised and
separated into functions. By
designing in
functions/components/blocks
meant much clearer and
maintainable code. It meant that
with relatively less degree of
patience, someone else can look at
the code, understand some control
flow and some important tasks and
thus can maintain code written by

someone else.
A good problem to solve in C is
taking a file which is csv as input
(comma separated verbatim) of the
format with some random records:
Month,Machinery,UsageTime,Watt
age,KWh
Get an output of in subdirectory
“electricity” with files separated by
month name of the format:
Machine:
Time Used:
Cost of use:
While also printing a summary in
the format:
Files created
Date program run:
Total Electricity used (via data file)
While this exercise most definitely
demands that you know data
structure types provided in C as well
as file manipulation and control
flow syntax. Using programming
logic, is a bit more important to
generate good code. You must
think about, what would you call
“processes” and would all these be
separated in functions. How would
you generalise functions so that
they can be used again by simply cut
and paste. How would you design
the program so that it is useful.
Initially for example you may have
hard coded the CSV file input.
Would it be better to ask the user
for input and/or get an input from
a command line argument? Using a
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good flowchart in the beginning
would certainly help ensure you
start to design code in the right way.
You may encounter problems while
maintaining the code as designed in
your flow chart thus you will
become better programmer by
practice and by learning to use
modular approach to coding. You
may also want to decide handle
erroneous records in the original
file etc. Thinking about all these
things before design and while
coding will help you become a
better programmer after you have
grasped the syntax of the language.
C++ again was like a major upgrade
to C. Procedural programs also had
limitation when it came to major
applications requiring 100s of
complex tasks. Thus it introduced
“Object Oriented Programming”
(OOP for short) concept. Every
object, regardless of whether it has a
physical appearance, has a distinct
set of attributes known as
properties. You have certain
properties about you, such as your
height and hair colour, and C
objects have properties as well, such
as Height and HairColour.
The above exercise can be redone
using C++ syntax and taking
advantages of this OOP
programming structure. Although,
it may feel like hitting a nail in the
head with an RPG, it is better to
envisage what are objects, (possibly

machines) and what are their
properties (wattage for example)
and using them create the desired
output. Again although it seems
counter-productive in the
beginning, especially for minor
task, that easily be completed using
procedural programming. It is
more important to grasp the
structures that a programming
language provides and how to take
good advantage of it. A way to
evaluate code is to ask the
community. Sign up to some active
programming forums, show your
code and ask them how to improve
it. Once you feel you have grasped
the syntax and you have edited the
code well and receive a good
feedback from the community, on
these forums, will be good exercise
for newbie's and experienced
programmers alike to practice their
skill and even build more useful
programs. What the above code
may not teach you in inheritance in
OOP. This is an important aspect
of you OOP and you do need to
either generalise the solution a little
bit more to use inheritance and test
if it works or ask for a more useful
problem in which inheritance seems
like a logical thing to do. Another
important aspect of design,
especially in C/C++ is memory
management. Making your code
overhead smaller means you need to
take advantage of pointers and hash
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data structures. How do you know
you have mastered the syntax and
the concepts? Wikibooks (2) have a
very comprehensive and well worth
tutorials that take you from
learning the syntax of C++ to OOP
concepts to design patterns, STL
libraries and other advanced topics.
However the yard of measurement
is to do practical projects and to
always get feedback from some
online forums. Now you should
have an idea, that any programming
language learning can be divided
into three subtopics, syntax,
language concepts, structures and
advanced uses. Syntax learning may
only take four days of training but
language concepts and becoming
familiar with good data structures
and algorithms will take a lot
longer.
Java Java Java

am have not taken the time to learn
it. However its major advantage is
cross compatibility and availability
of an array of libraries to simply
your programming.
Another concept to grasp hold of is
that, unlike the previous languages
discussed, this does not actually
compile direct to machine unless
you have a utility to create an exe
file. What happens with most
popular modern languages (inc.
python) is that you write a code in
an editor, and to run it, you pass
the code to an interpreter. In case
of Java this is often called the Java
Virtual Machine (JVM or
sometimes called the Java platform)
and in case of python it is the
python interpreter. This allows the
code to be cross-platform; you can
take your code anywhere and run it,
as long as the machine and
operating system you run on has
access to the interpreter responsible
for running the source code.
Having complained about Java in
the beginning, it is still worth
getting your feet wet in this
language as there is a powerful
commercial force behind it (Sun
Microsystems) and it is quickly
becoming language of choice for
major corporations due to this as
well as the language of choice for
mobile application development for
majority of handsets. A good
reference for this is again the

In Java, from what I have heard,
everything is classes. This means
that you have to deal with
inheritance and overloading straight
away and if you are familiar with
these concept, it might throw you
off as in the beginning there won’t
be an explanations as to why you
using a particular class to do
overload/inherit. This makes
learning Java initially slightly more
convoluted as you are thinking
about design as well as syntax from
the very beginning. This is why I
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wikibooks collection (3).
Python – Hit the spot just right!

This is by far the best language that
you can decide to spend time it, and
you can be rewarded in
considerably less time as you start to
build scripts that are useful in your
day to day tasks. An example would
be to insert watermark in your
images so they are less attractive to
be edited by third party, undertake
simple voice changing effects so
your voice is kind off anonymous.
These tasks will only require a
library with a few lines of code.
However, remember, Python is a
high level language and it has
structures such as “dictionaries”
and “tuples” which, again you need
to be familiar with and to start
thinking in python to become a
good python developer. Again, the
online community is great for
evaluating and getting feedback of
your code. They are very helpful in
pointing out, whether you are
thinking in C/C++ or making use of
higher level structures in python
properly. Its success due to its ease
of use and scalability has prompted
companies such as NASA,
Rockspace and Google to proclaim
their use of Python openly and the
language does deserve good merit.

This language takes a step back
from Java and treats everything as
an object. You can simply do a
procedural program and not worry
about design while you are
experimenting with the syntax. It
also includes an interactive interface
as well as IDLE (interactive
development learning
environment). You can do just
about everything in Python and do
it very quickly and its probably the
best language to pick up in a short
time. One day of intensive tutorial
through “Dive into Python” (4) and
not only you have learnt most of the
syntax; you have also grasped some
idea of good programming
practices. The joint best tutorials
are actually provided with the
documentation of python. Once
you know where to look for literally
thousands of libraries and how to
install them/use them (instructions
and examples are often included
with the library). An example is to
take a library from the python
community website to read and
process pdf files and you can with a
few lines take a pdf file and produce
a text or even MS Word output (you
may want to become familiar with
python com extension to make
good use of MS Office automation
with python).

Intro to web – CMS (a website in
under a minute)
Now we come to probably the most
important topic of interest to a
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Muslim programmer who has some
interest in the web and possibly
even some private host with some
space. Why is it the most
important? That is simple question.
As enemies of Islam are busy
spending what is in the order of
thousands of their various
currencies (5), (6), (7), to belittle,
change and insult the Islamic causes
and to pacify the majority of
Muslims. While one cannot expect
a sole mujahid muslim to counter
the affluence or the sheer number
involved in attacking the Muslims
online, there are two most
important methods of being an
effective counter. Neither of these
two strategies should be overlooked
in what has become, by recognition
of the western media, an important
ray of light of the rising sun over
the Islamic dawn. The first is to
exploit the dynamic nature of
internet to further the interests of
Muslims and promotion of the
correct Aqeedah. The second is to
understand the internet and web
based promotion is only secondary
and complementary to face to face
interaction and Da`wah on the
manhaj of the Prophet Sallallahu
Alayhi Wasallam and the Sahabah
Radhi Allahu Anhu.
Before the issue of dynamic nature
of the web is discussed, I would like
to clarify certain misnomers
regarding the web and provide you

with a setup to experiment with
before you delve into high level
issues regarding use of web space.
The function of the web is itself
becoming more and more dynamic
as the bandwidth and access
increases. The server does not
simply serve static pages but
dynamic ones, allowing complex
online social behaviour to take place
seamlessly. Example of such
behaviour is seen online discussion
forums and social networking sites.
Languages such as PHP and Java are
popular because they are used
extensively in design of such
dynamic sites. Python is quickly
catching on, but a lot of its open
source content management systems
are dependent on having a
dedicated server with access to shell
accounts. Content management
systems are set of scripts that
manage the backend and dynamic
behaviour of the server and allow
the web admin/owner to focus on
putting content online and
publishing rather than worry about
coding.
What this means is that even a kid
can actually own a very good and
worthy of attention site to compete
with huge commercial companies.
Sites created with Joomla, Drupal
can not only be quite appealing but
also easy to manage and if its
content is worthy it can compete
with commercial competitors in
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terms of number of visitors and
ranking in the Google search
engine. Not only is it relatively easy
to setup by means of simply
obtaining the scripts from
respective sites and uploading it to
webspace via ftp and running an
install script, but also most webhost
that provide cheap shared
webhosting space offer cpanel which
more often than not comes with
“fantastico” section. This section
does away with the boring task of
downloading script and uploading
via ftp and running relevant
installation scripts but instead
complete automates installation of
most popular php based content
management systems. Installing a
good content manager now is only a
matter of a few clicks.

communities.
It can be taken for granted that the
source code is reliable, effecient and
secure. Infact the principles on
which code is written and
structured can be found at (8).
Drupal is also known for being easy
to setup and run, intuitive to work
with and flexible and easy to
understand. It is a good idea to
register on drupal.org if you have a
moment and to evaulate drupal as a
cms from a user’s point of view by
evaluating the site drupal.org (as it
is built with drupal code).
Development of a website typically
takes place on a copy of a website
instead of the real website. This is
as to not frighten visitors by untidy
presentations, error messages and
other works in progress. Thus
while the site is in development it is
not actually for view by the visitor.
In a lot of professional sites, there is
also a staging site for purpose of
testing within the webhost but an
individual needn’t necessarily
concern himself with such tasks.
If someone has bought the webspace
before hand, the best thing to do is
to put in a placeholder page that
delivers the simple message that the
visitor is at the right site, the site is
currently in development, the
interested visitors should visit again
in the near future. It is a good idea
to nevertheless install drupal on the
host site in order to check if the

A test web site
By building on relevant standards
and open source technologies,
drupal supports and enhances the
potential for internet as a medium
where diverse and geographically
separated individuals can
collectively produce, discuss and
share information and ideas. With
a central interest in and focus on
communities and collaboration,
drupal’s flexibility allows the
collaborative production of online
information systems and
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host has the capability to host
drupal CMS. Drupal does have an
option to be switch to an offline
status.
As the maker of the new site, it is
best to spend some time gathering
information on the purposes it is
intended to serve. This will help
you to become more focused and
have specific goals in mind while
developing the site. One of the best
ways to do this is to create a list of
tasks the site must be able to
perform. Once you have done this,
look at similar websites and observe
what tasks they accomplish and
think about adding those to the list
as well. Another good way is to
have administrator probe a
potential users about what they
want to be able to be done from the
website. Try and get to a stage
where you feel at least 80%
comfortable of what is required
from your site, at which point it is
probably more efficient to go ahead
and develop rather than wait for
bits of new requirements to filter
through. By gathering user
requirements, one can derive at a
specification for the website. Once
you know what to deliver, it is time
to look at how to deliver the
specification. You need to think
about feasibility issues. Also if you
get stuck on not knowing how to
deliver you can ask on forums for
the right directions. It is better at

this stage to split the specification
into critical items and desirable
ones. Doing so will allow you to
prioritise your work in order to
complete the project on time.
Rather than allowing public access
to a work in progress, it is far better
to set up a php-enabled server at in
a remote PC for purpose of testing.
While it is possible to use drupal
with IIS and postgresql, the most
popular combination is, apache and
mysql
It is strongly recommended that you
use php5 instead of php4 as drupal
7 will no longer run on anything
less than php5! Apache webserver
is good choice as its website says “It
is more widely used than any other
server combined”. Mysql v 4.1 or
later must be used with drupal and
this is also keeping in trend of
popularity. Instead of downloading
these items individually it is better
to install them as a bundle and a
good package that allows us to do
this is WAMP or XAMPP.
Whenever your site is called by the
user the following should happen:

The user will send a request
over the hyper text transfer
protocol (http).

The web server will see the
request and realise that it is a
PHP page being requested.

The server will send the
request to the PHP
processor/engine to processor
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disable and permission settings
particularly on ./sites/settings.php
file.
If you encounter other problems,
the way to go about solving them is
as follows:
-scrutinize any error messages, - visit
drupal forums and search for
similar problems, -look through
FAQ, -check the bug list, -if still no
help then google the problem and
supplement it by posting an
informative and focused query in
the relevant section of drupal
forums.
It is worth having two or three (or
as many as preferred) installations
of drupal so that you can
experiment with different things
without messing around with one
you envisage will go live very
shortly. The above process can be
repeated as many times as you like,
ensuring that each drupal
installation is within a different
unique sub directory of htdocs as
well as either having a new database
setup for each or to have different
unique prefix for tables in the same
database using the advanced options
tab.
The next step is to click on your
new site link to bring up the default
admin page.

as four easy steps. This page is only
a temporary place holder for us to
complete the remaining processes.
The first task in line is within the
administration section so let us click
on it and get there.
Hopefully you have not come up
with a permissions error.
The first thing it highlights is the
cron has not been run. Cron are
automated tasks that drupal
performs on a regular basis in order
to run smoothly. It should be run
at least once, thus click on status
report and run cron.
The next thing to do is file system
(under site configuration on the left
hand menu). For now, simply click
save. Check the status reports
(under reports on the left hand
menu) to ensure everything is
running smoothly.
Before we move ahead to
customisation and configuration
lets take a look at how the
administration is organised. The
Administrator can page can be
organised by task for by module. At
the beginning, by task seems to be
more intuitive. Later it may appear
more efficient if it is organised by
modules.
The tasks are divided into five
categories:

Now we have quite conveniently
arrived at a post installation page
and all the tasks required are listed
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Content Management
User Management
Reports

Site Building

Site Configuration

This section gives a comprehensive control over how is content created and disseminated from/at the site. Options like
who can comment on it and when are set here.
All sites are victim of malicious bots and spammers who can
sign up to community based websites. How you control who
can be the user is important aspect of the success of the site.
These are the admin’s eyes and ears on the server. They can
allow admin to ascertain any malicious activity as well as
showing what is popular and working and what is not working etc.
This section is related to functionality and features. Ultimately changing this section may result in admin having to
revisit other sections of the site.
This is a chunk of features put together to alter the way site
behaves in a variety of situations. Requests for images, site
maintenance tasks etc.
options at this time as they are
pretty straight forward.
Return to main admin page and
select “Blocks” under “Site
Building”. Scroll down the page
and make changes to the table as
shown in following (and remember

For the moment let us go through
some introductory quick start
course to see how easy it is to
publish content as well as to check if
everything is working normally.
Click on “Modules” under
“Site Building” category of
the admin page. This will
bring up a long list of
modules already shipped with
the drupal code. From the list
select, search, poll and blog
and click save.
Click on “Create content” on
left side menu. Select Poll
option and add a poll
question with some options as
answers, and again, save it.
We will not bother with other
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the request.

The appropriate response is
returned by the server to the
user and the cycle continues
There are quite a few methods of
providing dynamic content that do
not rely on the server but the
browser itself. These technologies
have loosely been termed web 2.0.
Now you need to install the package
for your development on your
local/remote platform and test it.
After having completed the setup
for WAMP, download the latest
version of Drupal and extract it.
Place the extracted files within a
short memorably named directory
within htdocs
(C:\wamp\bin\apache\Apache2.2.1
1\htdocs\drupal, as an example).
After you have installed the relevant
files in correct folder, open up the
Apache servers. You may need to
open it, stop services and start
services if it appears buggy. Once
the Apache server is running
navigate to the subdirectory
(http://localhost/drupal for
example) and you should be

automatically redirected to the
drupal install page.
After this go ahead and install
drupal in English (this is the
installation section, later on you can
configure different languages if you
wish).

The above states you need to copy
default.settings.php as settings.php
and make it writeable
After having done this, click try
again at the bottom of the page.
Before proceeding login
phpmyAdmin and create a database
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(m4good).

Also try to ensure you have enabled
clean URLs in the configuration
menu and enabled automatic
update of Drupal. This makes your
site search engine and user friendly
as well as making your life as an
admin much easier.

In the field Database name, simply
references the database name just
created, and also give the root
username and password in the
remaining fields. Also as we are
using our own machines for testing
and development we can afford to
be a bit lazy and allow drupal to use
the root user, however for various
security reasons this is not good
practice. Also we can ignore the
Advance tab at the bottom of the
link. If you do not have control of
the database, advanced options tab
can be used to specify port, host,
table prefix etc.

The above warning is typically seen
on windows based wamp (xamp, etc)
installations as no smtp server is
provided. If you have a setup an
smtp server for purpose of testing
(and it is a good idea to do so)
modify the following lines in
php.ini (typically found in
c:\windows) as appropriate.
[mail function]
; For Win32 only.
SMTP = mail.mysmtpserver.com
smtp_port = 25
If you do modify any settings in
php.ini file, be sure to restart the
server to allow Apache to pick up
the changes. Two other most
common issues encountered
during drupal installation is
functionality of clean urls which if
you are in doubt can feel free to
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to save):
In particular notice that most
recent blog posts and most recent
polls are moved to right side bar
and user login at leftside bar. If
user login is not selected you will
have to manually login by
navigating to drupal/user/login to
get back into the interface. Don’t
worry about taking all this in for
now, it is simply an exercise to see
how drupal looks and works
without going too much into detail.

1.

2.

The page should now look
something like this;

Drupal really does not impose
any limit on placement of
content and look ‘n feel thus
the following is only a guide to
main sections of the site.
Page header contains site logo
and slogan as well as the link to
the home or landing page. (&
5) Are left and right sidebars
which contain “blocks” which
are effectively containers of
information. If the screenshot
had been taken before login,
the login menu would be at
left side and recent posts and

blogs as we specified are on the
right column.
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3.

4.

As we did not specify otherwise
what to do with the content,
drupal by default displays the
content in this section of the
site.
The footer is place for some
information that is not
immediately useful but
nevertheless relevant, in this
case we asked drupal to display
who is only and “powered by
drupal” block. We could have
also put copyright and
disclaimer notices here.

“Forum” module.
Due to heavily community
involvement in drupal there are
number of third party contributed
modules (more succinctly called
“contribs”). Like any other
software, they may be prone to bugs
or errors. Make sure you back up
your software properly before
installing third party modules. Also
take it upon yourself to drop a
thank you line for the third party
developers as they have taken their
own time to develop software free of
charge for your use.
Each module is different in how it
needs to alter the system in order to
function. After having downloaded
a module, extract it and open the
readme file. This is likely to have
some detailed information on how
the module functions, Assuming
you have the right module for the
job, the first thing to do is to create
a module subdirectory in sites/all or
sites/default that will house all the
modules separately from the core
modules.
The following modules were
downloaded and extracted to
relevant directory: dhtml_menu,
page_title, badbehaviour,
xmlsitemap, google_pr (page rank),
ip_anon (ip anonmyzer),
seo_friend, seo_checker,
seo_checklist, nodewords_bypath,
menuattributes, opencalais,
morelikethis, autoload, token,

The terms modules and functions
are synonyms with regards to drupal
because modules provide
functionality and thus a discussion
about functionality in respect to
drupal is really a discussion about
modules. For the moment we will
not go into too much depth
regarding content related modules
as they will be covered in later
chapters.
For the purpose of this chapter we
will discuss “Forum”, “Comment”
and “Search” modules. Thus we
need to enable these modules
(under “Site Building”,
“Modules”). Note: Drupal will
inform that you need to enable
taxonomy module for forum and
will enable it automatically. For a
few of these, there needs to be
much thought before putting them
on the live site, in particular
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nodewords, text, gmap.
DHTML menu once enabled, adds
DHMTL functionality to all the
modules by default unless selected
not to in the various configuration
section. Others I am sure you will
come to know what they do by
reading the relevant online pages or
bundled text file or
experimentation (as it is a test site).
Drupal provides a fairly complex
way to deal with comments. You
can “delete” comments if you never
want to see it again, or remove
temporarily from being viewed by
“unpublishing” which will move the
comment to “approval queue” for
moderation. Some fine gain
control over comments are attached
different content types (“content
types” under “content
management”) and comment
settings can be accessed from there
as of Drupal 6.
Search is an interesting module to
configure due its subtle underlying
issues that require consideration
when adjusting settings. Search
relies on database cron working
properly, thus this must be checked
before ploughing ahead with the
search module. Most of the settings
in the system relate to the
performance of the system. For
example, the number of items per
cron will affect the speed of the
cron job. If there are timeout
problems, it may be worth making

it lower. In addition, indexing
short words can slow the system as
well as providing false matches due
words such as “a” or “in” or “the”.
Finally it is possible to decide how
to weigh search based on three
criteria, namely, Keyword
relevance, Recently posted and
number of comments.
There are three different menus
that can be configured in Drupal.
Up till now we have been making
use of the navigation menu. At
some point you may want users to
have a quick access to several
sections of the site in which case we
would configure a “primary” menu.
Also it would be a good idea to have
quick links to less important
information such as “about us”,
“disclaimer”, “terms of use” page.
Drupal also provides “secondary
menu” for links to such items.
Menus can be added via administer
> site builder > menus (add menu).
It is important to note that enabling
a module does not mean it will be
added to the navigation. You must
edit the menu under site builder
section if you want the module to
be added to a particular menu.
However some modules will add
themselves automatically. If we set
up source for secondary links from
primary links, it would result in
secondary links being sourced from
children of primary links. Thus if
there was a link to forum on
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primary and had we clicked it, it
would result in subsections of that
forum opening in secondary links.
For the time being, I hope the
above is enough to get any budding
web designers to a start.
Web Dynamics
In order to take advantage of a
presence on the web we have to
understand how the web works and
how end users make use of the web.
Web is primarily an information
oriented network. People are
searching for information in various
forms all the time. There are a
huge number of websites on the
internet and a large proportion of it
is not even visited due to them not
being indexed by search engines.
The submitting your site to a search
engine is only the beginning of
journey to attract viewers and
readers to the site.
What submitting your site to search
engines do is to send
crawlers/spiders from the search
engine to your site for some
information in order to generate
their rankings for various search
terms. Having a sitemap according
a specification is considered to be
spider friendly. Every time
someone searches via search engines
such as Google, the search engine
calculates “relevancy” for the pages
in its database and displays a ranked
list accordingly. There are several
things a spider uses to calculate

relevancy for a search string. It uses
page titles, headings, meta-data, and
links to it from other sites. There
exists a number of plug-ins for
drupal and other CMS to help you
optimise your site in this regard.
The last aspect and probably most
important aspect of making your
site stand out is via mutual cooperation. Link to other websites of
similar Aqeedah, content and ideas,
not just in the links page, but from
posts (and link specifically to
article/posts mentioned). And
allow others to link to you. The
aspect of mutual cooperation in this
regard is the key to overcoming the
British and Israeli plans to change
Islam on the internet. Google in
particular works by evaluating
content by number of links other
web sites have to your content. It
works on the premise that if
someone has linked to your content
then it must be of some value. If
more people link to it, then it must
really be good.
Similarly if a lot of Islamic sites,
forums etc, link to your site, then it
must have good content, and
similarly you can you use your
articles to promote good Islamic
sites and shun un-Islamic sites by
not linking to them. For example if
an article is posted on anwaralawlaki.com blog, then simply just
mentioning it is not good practice,
if it deserves mention then surely
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you should provide a link to it
either as a reference or as part of
the main body of the article.
Mutual co-operation, respect for
similar websites, and proper
acknowledgement is the key to
SEO.
Concluding Remarks
This article is aimed at youngsters
in particular those who have
enthusiasm for computers but
instead of taking full advantage of
it, are often finding themselves at
limit of other programs designed by
someone else and probably for
someone else. The article also gives
an introduction to the topic of web
presence and gives some insight into
SEO techniques. To implement
some of the SEO techniques, one
only needs to be a poster on a
website, and for some techniques
one needs to be site
administrator/owner. The internet
is full of detailed articles on all of
the topics covered. Going into
depth into these topics may not be
suit everyone but certainly there are
band of brothers the likes of
“irhabi007” which are like gems
and diamonds among black rocks.
In jihad, the skilled soldier deserves
a larger share of ghaneemah as long
as his skill is valid in the field, thus
to those brothers, who spend ages in
front of a computer monitor, my
advice to them are two. First, face
to face dawah is of paramount

importance, nothing can be its
substitute and nothing will bear
fruits as sweet as it and among its
blessings is that it is the sunnah of
Messenger Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam. Second, if you have
resources and time, thus you ought
to have skills in utilising your
resources to the fullest. One way to
be thankful for such a resource is by
utilising it for the pleasure of Allah
Subhanahu Wata`ala. There are
whole host of programs you can
write which may aid memorisation
for example, or it may allow you to
be up to speed with news much
quicker. But to do this, you must
put the effort in the beginning so
that you can benefit some time
later. Doing small projects such as
in (9) and getting feedback from a
forum related to particular
programming language will make
you a better programmer than what
following any book can do for you.
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night of Meraaj (when he ascended
to the Heavens). The Shaheed has
sacrificed his life by fighting in the
path of Allah and this sacrifice is his
most beloved and worthy
possession. Allah Subhanahu
Wata`alaa therefore. honours and
blesses him with these high grades
and status and Allah’s Forgiveness
and Mercy surrounds him.

Hadith No. 1
The Palace For The Shaheed
,
Narrated Samura Radhi Allahu
Anhu, the Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam said, “Last night two men
came to me (in a dream) and made
me ascend a tree and then admitted
me into a better and superior house
better of which I have never seen.
One of them said, "This house is the
house of the Shuhadaa" Sahih
Bukhaii. (p185. Vol 1)

Allah says in the Holy Quran::
"And if you are killed or die in the
Way of Allah, forgiveness and mercy
from Allah are far better” than all
that they amass (of worldly wealth
etc.
Quran, Surah Aale Imraan: Verse
157)

Explanation
The great status of the Shaheed is
stated clearly in this hadith. The
Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
was shown the beautiful palace of
the Shuhadah in Paradise on the

It is because of this honour from
Allah that the Shaheed’s deeds are
forever lasting as Allah says:
“But those who are killed in the
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Way of Allah, He will never let their
deeds be lost”.
Quran, Surah Aale Imraan Verse
(4)

is because he has performed the best
Jihad. The best Jihad is
described in the following hadith:Jabir RadhiAllahu Anhu narrates
that a person asked, “0 Prophet of
Allah, which is the best Jihad?” The
Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
said, “The best Jihad is that the legs
of your horse be cut off and your
blood he spill (Shahadah).”
Ibn Hibban, Ibn Maja, At Targheeb
Wat Tarheeb, (p438, Vol. 2.)

The respect and honour for the
Shaheed is such that the Muslims
have been prohibited from calling
the Shuhadah dead because they
are alive as Allah Subhanahu
Wata`alaa says:
“And say not of those who are killed
in the Way of Allah, “They
are dead,” Nay, they are living, but
you perceive (it) not.”
(Quran, (Surah Baqarah : V erse
154).
The Muslims are not only
prohibited from calling the
Shuhadah dead but further
prohibited from even thinking of
them as dead, because the Shaheed
has sacrificed his life for such a great
cause, as Allah says:

Therefore. the Jihad is the best deed
and the best grade of Jihad is
Shahadah which the Shaheed has
achieved. May Allah Subhanahu
Wata`alaa grant all the Muslims the
desire for Shahadah. Ameen.
The virtues of the Shaheed are
numerous and have been recorded
in many Hadith books. The
following is a list of some of these
Ahadith :

“Think not of those who are killed
in the Way of Allah as dead.
Nay, they are alive, with their Lord,
and they have provision.”

Jabir RadhiAllahu Anhu says that
when Abdullah bin Amr
Ibn Haram was Shaheed, the
Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
said, “0 Jabir (RadhiAllahu Anhu)!
shall I inform you of how Allah
honoured your father?” He
answered, “Please do.” The Prophet
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam said,
“Allah does not talk to anybody but
behind the veil but he talked to
your father directly (without the

“They rejoice in what Allah has
bestowed upon them of His
Bounty”
Holy Quran, (Surali Aal Imran : V
erse 169-170).
Another reason for these great
virtues and grades for the Shaheed,
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veil).
Tirmidhi. At Targheeb Wat
Tarheeb, (p437, Vol. 2).

Muslims. If this person dies or
is killed (In the path of Allah) all his
sins will be forgiven, he will
be safe from the punishment of the
grave, he will be safe from the
fear of the day of Judgment and he
will be wed to hoorain (women
of Jannah), he will wear the clothes
of’ honour, and a crown
symbolising honour and eternal lift
in Jannah will be placed on his
head.

Ubaida Bin Samit Radhi Allahu
Anhu narrates, that the Prophet
Salallahu Alahi Wasallam said,
“The .Shaheed is granted seven gifts
from Allah Azzawajal:
1- He forgiven at the first drop of
his blood.
2– He sees his status in Jannah.
3– He is dressed in the clothes of
Iman.
4- He is safe from the punishment
of the grave.
5- He will he safe from the great fear
of the day of Judgment.
6- A crown f honour will be placed
on his head.
7- He will intercede on behalf of 70
members of his family.
(Musnadi Ahmad Tabrani, At
Targheeb Wat Tarheeb, p443, Vol.
2).

The second type of Shaheed is a
man who set out for Jihad, with his
wealth and life with the intention of
reward. His intention was to kill the
unbelievers and not to he killed. If
he is killed or dies he will be in the
grade of Ibrahim Alayhis Salam,
which is the honoured grade, in
front of the King (Allah) who has
power over all.
The third type of Shaheed is he who
set out for Jihad, with his life and
wealth intending reward and he is
determined to kill or to be killed. If
he is killed or dies (becomes a
martyr) he will come on the day of
Judgment with his sword on his
shoulders when the people will he
crawling on their knees. He will ask
them, “Will you not make way for
us as we have sacrificed our blood
and wealth for Allah Subhanahu
Wata`ala?”. The Prophet Sallallahu
Alaihi Wasallam continued, “I

Anas Bin Malik Radhi Allahu
Anhu narrates, that the Rasulullah
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam said,
“There are three types of
Shuhadah:
The first one is a person who went
forth in the path of Allah
(Jihad). His intention was not to
fight or to be Shaheed, he joined
solely to increase the number of the
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swear by the One in whose hands is
my life, if this person was to say this
to Ibrahim Alaihis Salam or any
other Prophet, they would make for
him recognising their duty. These
Shuhadah will walk up to the
pulpits of noor, beneath the Throne
of Allah and they will sit there and
observe the judgment of the people
taking place. The sorrow of death
will nor reach them, nor the
difficulty of the grave, nor will the
blowing of the trumpet make them
scared. They will not worry about
their judgment, nor the crossing of
the bridge. They will observe the
judgment being carried out and
whatever they will ask will be given
to them. Their intercession on
behalf of anybody will be accepted.
Whatever they request from Jannah
will be given to them and whatever
place they will choose in Jannah will
be their abode.
Bazzaz, Baihaqi.

stated the following during a
Khutba (speech), “When the skies
are opened and when the rows of
unbelievers and believers are facing
each other, the doors of Heaven and
Hell are opened and the Hoorain
(woman of Jannah) who have big
beautiful eyes and are well dressed,
peer from the sky. When a Muslim
moves forward they say, “0 Allah,
make his feet steadfast, 0 Allah,
help him”. And when he turns his
hack towards the enemy the
Hoorain cover their veil from him
and say, “0 Allah, forgive him.” 0
people make an effort for this, may
my parents he sacrificed for you, do
not disgrace the hoor of Jannah,
When a person is Shaheed, as the
first drop of blood falls on the
ground his sins fall down like the
withering of leaves from trees and
the hoorain come down towards
him and clean the soil from his
face. He will then be presented with
a gift of a hundred pairs of
clothes, which will not be human
made, but will he the creation of
Jannah He further stated, “I have
been informed that the keys to
Paradise are .the Swords”.
Ibn Mubarak (p72). At Targheeb
Wat Tarheeb, (p444, Vol. 2).
Hayan Bin Abi Habla narrates that
the Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam said, “When a person is
Shaheed, Allah Subhanahu
Wata`ala. creates a beautiful body

Abu Darda Radhi Allahu anhu
narrates that I heard the Prophet
Salallahu alaihi Wasallam saving
that the Shaheed will intercede on
behalf of 70 members of his family.
Abu Dawood, At Targheeb Wat
Tarheeb.
Mujahid said, that Yazid Bin
Shajara was amongst those whose
deeds would testify his savings. He
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for him. Then Allah orders his soul
to enter this body. So it enters in
the body. Then the person looks at
his previous body as to what is being
done to it, then he looks at the
people around him, who are
grieving, he thinks that the people
are listening and looking at him, he
then goes towards his wives.
Ibn Mubarak, (p93).
Naeem bin Hamar Radhi Allahu
Anhu narrates that a person asked
the Prophet Salallahu Alaihi
Wasallam, “Which Shaheed is
superior”? The Prophet Salallahu
Alahi Wasallam answered,
“Those who are in the rows of
battle and do not turn their face till
they are killed. They will roam
around in the highest rooms in
Jannah and their Lord will laugh at
them. This is an indication that,
when Allah laughs at somebody,
there is no accounting of his deeds
on the day of Judgment.
Musnad Ahmad, At Targheeb wat
Tarheeb, (p442, Vol. 2).
Imain Nawawi Rahimahullah has
narrated seven different views in
association with the Shaheed from
the commentary of Sahih Muslim.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

He is called Shaheed because
he is alive and his soul is
present in Darus-Salam (a
grade of Jannah) and his soul
will be present inJannah on
the day of Judgment. So the

meaning a Shaheed is present.
Allah and his angels bear
witness to him for Jannah. So
Shaheed is in the meaning of
witness.
When a Shaheed soul comes
out he sees those grades and
gifts that Allah has made ready
for him. So Shaheed is in the
meaning of observing Allah’s
gifts.
The Angels of blessings come
down to place his soul at its
rank. So Shaheed is in the
meaning of the presence of
Angels.
His obvious state (at the lime
of death) has testified his Iman
and a good death (Islamic
death), So Shaheed is in the
meaning of testifying his death
on Iman.
The evidence to his Shahadah
is the presence of blood and
this is why he is given the rank
of Shaheed.
He will be appointed as a
testifier for the Prophets that
they conveyed their messages
to their nations. So Shaheed is
in the meaning of testifier.

It is on account of these great
virtues that Sayyidina Rasulullah
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam and the
Sahaba Radhi Allahu Anhum used
to wish for Shahadah and used to
love the death in Allah’s path. and
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from whom even death used to run
far away and fear them. May Allah
Subhanahu Wata`ala grant all
Muslims the desire for Shahadah.
Ameen.

Jihad in the battlefield, in fact,
spending one morning or afternoon
in the battlefield is more virtuous
than spending all the world in
Allah’s cause.
Allama Ibne Hajar Rahimahllah
says that this explanation is more
understandable as it is supported by
a Mursul hadith narrated b Ibne
Mubarak in Kitabul Jihad.
The Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam sent an army in which
Abdullah Bin Rawaha Radhi
Allahu Anhu participated. When
the army set out, Abdullah bin
Rawaha stayed behind so that he
could perform Jum`ah Salah
behind the Prophet Sallallahu
Alaihi Wasallam and then intended
to join the army straight after. The
Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
said to him, “I swear by the One in
whose power lies my life, if you were
to spend everything on the earth
you could not attain the virtue of
their one morning.”
Fat’hul Bari, (p91. vol. 6).

Hadith No. 2
0ne Morning Or Evening In Jihad.
Narrated Abu Huraira Radhi
Allahu Anhu, the Prophet
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam said, “A
single endeavour (of fighting) in
Allah cause in the afternoon or
forenoon is better than all that, on
which the sun rises and sets.”
Sahih Bukhari, (p392, Vol. 1).
Explanation.
In the explanation of this hadith,
Allaama Ibne Dakikul Eed
Rahimahullah says that the
meaning of, “A single expedition in
the afternoon or Forenoon of the
Mujahid being better than all that is
on the earth and which is in it” is:
that if a person was to be given the
whole world and own all the wealth
and needs of the world and then he
spends all this in a good cause, the
reward of this cannot be compared
to one noon or forenoon spent in

If the whole world was to be given
to you and you spent it all and
wished to attain the virtue of those
Mujahideen who have spent one
morning in Jihad you cannot do so.
Abdullah Bin Rawaha RadhiAllahu
Anhu only stayed behind because
he had been assured about his
Shahadah by some words of the
Sayyidinah Rasulullah Sallallahu
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Alaihi Wasallam. So his desire was
to perform Jum’ah behind the
Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
and listen to his Iman affecting
Khutba (speech) and spend some
more minutes in the blessed
gathering of the Holy Prophet
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam and
then planned to reach his
companions on a fast horse. But the
Rasulullah Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam disliked this action and
admonished him, that if he was to
spend all the wealth of the world,
he would not attain the reward of
one morning in Jihad which he had
delayed.
We find out from this saying that
the journey of Jihad is also of the
same category of reward as Jihad,
similarly, the reward of the journey
of coming back from the expedition
has been narrated in a hadith as,
“Returning from a expedition of
Jihad is like going for Jihad.”
(Abu Dawood).
A further reason for this great
virtue of spending time in Jihad is
that Allah has bought the Muslims
lives and wealth in exchange for
Jannah. This business transaction
can only be fulfilled in the
battlefield. Clearly a Muslim is so
happy and pleased with this
transaction that he offers his life to
Allah in the battlefield of Jihad to
become the buyer of Jannah. A
Mujahid leaves everything behind

in reaching the battlefield, where lie
continually faces death. He has
given himself up to Allah, in his
march forth to the battlefield and
this is the place where his chance of
the acceptance of death is available.
Taking all this into account it is as
though he has given his life and he
belongs to Allah. This clearly
demonstrates the greatness of
participating in Jihad.
Furthermore, some commentators
of hadith have mentioned, that the
measure of the highness of grades of
a human is the love of Allah and
sincerity, and the measure of
decreasing of reward is the love of
the world and deeply indulging in
it.
Although the Jews claimed to love
Allah. they were ready to sell their
faith for the world and they ran far
from death. Had they loved Allah
they would have loved death, as
death is the door towards meeting
the beloved Allah and becoming His
special guests. but a Jew even fears
from the name of death and wishes
to live forever. These contradictions
regarding what they say and do have
clearly been mentioned in the Holy
Quran.
The Mujahid is completely opposite
to the character of a Jew, lie
marches forth in the battlefield
leaving worldly luxuries for the love
of Allah and to attain His pleasure,
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in removing Allah’s enemies from
the surface of the earth. He protects
his friends and he loves death and
seeks Shahadah, and his greatest
pleasure is to shed his blood for his
beloved Allah. It is precisely for this
reason that his time in Jihad, is of
great virtue and his supplication is
accepted like the Prophet’s.

Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam said,
“By him in whose hands my life is
in his hands, were it not for some
men amongst the Believers who
dislike to be left behind me, and
who in I cannot provide with means
of conveyance, I would certainly
never remain behind any Sariyyah
(army unit) setting out in Allah’s
cause. By him in whose hands my
life is in his hands! I would love to
be Shaheed in Allah’s cause and
then get resurrected, and then get
Shaheed and then get resurrected
again, and then get Shaheed.”
Sahih Bukhari, English version
(p42-—3, Vol.4).

The companions of the Prophet
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
understood the significance of the
time spent in Jihad. Therefore, they
readily sacrificed all beloved things
for Jihad to the extent that the
person whom their hearts accepted
the most and whom they loved
more than their own lives, on his
wish they were proud to sacrifice
thousands of lives. On his behalf
they were ready to sacrifice all their
worldly wealth. For the cause of
Jihad they even accepted parting
from their beloved Prophet
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam and
there was no shortage in fulfilling
their duty of Jihad.

Explanation.
The Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam has first of all comforted
those who wished to participate in
Jihad but did not possess the means
to participate. and their grief is
stated in the Quran:
“They turned back, while their eyes
are overflowing with tears of grief
that they could not find anything to
spend (for Jihad).”
Holy Quran, (Surah Taubah Verse
92).
The Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam comforted them by
saying, “My heart wishes that I
march forth with every group for
Jihad but to comfort the hearts of
these poor people who love Jihad, I
send an army and do not go forth

Hadith No. 3
Rasulullah Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam’s wish to be a Shaheed.
Narrated Abu Huraira Radhi
Allahu Anhu, the Prophet
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myself”
This is why the Prophet Sallallahu
Alaihi Wasallam participated in 27
battles and sent his companions
more than 50 times and did not
participate himself. This was to
comfort those who were eager to
participate in Jihad and were
saddened for not being able to
participate (they did not have any
provisions).

“No person will wish to come hack
to the world after seeing the
bounties of Jannah, except for the
Shaheed who will wish to be sent to
the world again in order to be
Shaheed in Allah’s cause.”
To understand the reason why the
Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
made this desire in this world, when
the Shuhadaah will make it in the
hereafter:One answer presented by
Islamic Scholars is that the Prophet
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam had
been informed in the world
through revelation and had full
faith that the only way to the
greatness of Islam is Jihad. His
divine mission was to prevail Islam
over all Religions and the only way
to achieve this was through Jihad.
This is the reason why the Prophet
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam made
this desire in this world whereas the
Shuhadaah will make this desire in
the hereafter after experiencing this
personally. Furthermore, the
sweetness of Shahadah will persuade
them to desire coming back to the
world to attain it again so that they
have the noble opportunity to
sacrifice their blood for their
beloved and true owner (Allah). as
this high grade of worship is only
bestowed upon special devotees.
This is why not every person is
chosen for this great status.

The second pan of the hadith was to
comfort those who went forth into
the battlefield but were saddened
because the Prophet Sallallahu
Alaihi Wasallam was not present
with them, they thought they were
deprived from his blessed company,
and so he comforted them by
saying: “What I am wishing for is
Shahadah and he given life after
Shahadah, so that I can fulfil the
duty of Jihad and be Shaheed for
this cause again, you are lucky to be
given this chance for .Jihad so you
should not grieve the parting of my
company as you will be receiving
the reward of such a deed (Jihad) for
which I am asking for life again and
again to offer for Shahadah.”
Another point in this hadith is that
the Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam had wished to be Shaheed
and given life to be Shaheed again
numerous times. and in another
Hadith in Bukhari, it is stated that.

Allama Ibne Teen writes, that the
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Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
was informed through
revelation that:
“Allah will protect you from
mankind”.
Holy Quran, (Surah
Maa’idah: Verse 67).
For the Prophet Sallallahu
Alaihi Wasallam to persist on
asking for Shahaadah is to
confirm the greatness of Jihad
and to encourage the
Muslims upon this deed.
Allama Ibne Hajar endorses
the view of Ibne Teen.
Fat’hul Bari, (p1, Vol.6)
Allama Nawawi states that we
learn from this hadith, that to
desire
Shahadah and to ask for it, is
a desirable act as it is beloved
by
Allah.
Sahi Bin Hanif narrates that
the Prophet Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam said, “Whoever
desired Shahaadah with the
true intention, Allah will
ascend him to the grade of
the Shuhadah even if he dies
on his death bed.”

great status of Shahadah. Ameen.

http://www.archive.org/download/Kate...h-Quality.divx

http://www.archive.org/details/UsamahPakistan

This is the reason the scholars
used to wish for Shahadah
from the depth of their hearts
and they disliked the death of
the death bed.
May Allah grant us all the
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of good, or a picture of evil. Their
souls, through their beliefs, are one
or the other. But their actions have
been manipulated to serve multiple
personifications.

ﺑﺴﻢ اﷲ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ اﻟﺮﺣﯿﻢ
In the name of Allah, Most Gracious,
Most Merciful.

“Say not of those who are killed in
the Way of Allah, “They are dead”.
Nay, they are living, but you
perceive it not.” Quran (2:154)

Unfortunately, the powers that
be do not serve truth or logic. They
serve a chaotic agenda of world
domination which shows no regard
for right or wrong. This rings true if
one looks at the current events
around the world. It cannot be
debated.

Who are the people who run
today's world? Do they look out for
our best interests as they should? Or
are they in the game only for their
own personal gains and to
intimidate their opponents? The
current state of affairs has resulted
in a black and white picture of good
and evil... there is no in
between and no grey areas. An
individual can only serve a picture

Any existing organization or
faction that exists to fight the
Apostates of humanity are denied
to be recognized on an official scale.
The only people given the blessings
of the world are those who are in
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collaboration with the filthiest of
bandits to ever exist. The people
who fight this are labelled terrorists,
liars, perverts, deviants, and tyrants.
They are the ones who are called
evil doers just as the Prophets were
by their vastly numerous enemies.

are no longer interested in fighting
for the forces of Allah. This
especially applies to Western
Muslims. They are more concerned
for their reputation instead of being
concerned for the Muslim Ummah
and for the duties the Qur'an tells
them to perform. These people
whine like a child who's being made
fun of by a school yard bully.
“Please don't make fun of me,
Please don't make fun of me!”.
What is meant by this is that they
fret whenever someone questions
their actions and they defend
themselves at the expense of truth.

Jihad means to struggle against
evil. This can be a battle against the
soul or a war against evil doers. A
Muslim's duty is to stand up for the
law of Allah and punish violators.
This should be done in large groups
of people, like an entire
government, not as individual
vigilantes. It is preferable that the
head of the Muslim Ummah, the
Khalifah, issues a fatwa declaring
Jihad. But in times like today where
we have no Khalifah because he was
taken out of power by evil forces,
and when we have the most evil
oppressors in all of history trying to
destroy the religion of Allah, killing
innocent people again and again,
every Muslim is accountable to do
something. The alert souls of the
Ummah must band together to
restore order. The leaders of the
Muslim army are those with the
most wisdom and knowledge, and
who preach without hypocrisy or
conformity to the Taghoot and
Kuffar. We must listen to them and
help them.

There is no difference between
the Media and a bully. The insults
directed towards us are no different
than an angry child calling a
classmate a “poo-poo head”. And by
living up to the bully's intention of
getting a reaction out of us, we only
give the bully, the Kuffar, what he
wants, and in the process we end up
lying about Islam by telling the
Kuffar everything they want to
hear. To elaborate, we tell them
about Islam only to the point of
what will cause them to like it. So
we are in fact, desiring their
affection and at the same time
showing only one side of Islam
while covering up the rest. Muslims
desire to be accepted by the Kuffar
more than they desire the affection
of Allah the Great. We can see

Sadly, many of today's Muslims
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Many times the enemies of Islam
have created web pages on the
Internet devoted to “exposing” the
“lies” and “extremism” in Islam.
They post evidence and verses from
our own books. What is interesting
is that these verses speak for
themselves. The Kuffar hate these
verses because they dictate actions
which are different from what their
Westernized minds are used to.
What is funny about these web
pages, is that much of the time the
enemies of Islam do not lie. They
don't need to. They merely expose
what other Muslims deny because
they are ashamed and they want
their religion to be more like
Christianity. So in a sense, you can
often learn more about Islam on
web pages created by haters, rather
than web pages created by Muslims.
Sites created by Muslims are often
extremely naive and they conceal
hoards of information which the
Crusaders and Jews do not want
Muslims to know. In fact this can be
said about most Islamic sites on the
world wide web. And these Taghutloving Muslims believe they are
doing the right thing by doing this
as it pleases their masters they have
taken as gods besides Allah – the
Crusaders and Jews.

Islam which Muslims like to
pretend don't exist. When Muslims
try to deny these things, they come
off looking incredibly silly and
ignorant. What this means is that
they are the ones who give Islam a
bad name, not the noble men like
the Mujahideen who bring terror
into the lives of the Infidels. The
former make Muslims look like
brown-nosing liars, while the latter
stand up for truth even if the
majority of people do not like it.
We Muslims come across as
complete, foolish liars when we
deny evidence in Islam for Jihad,
and what is known in the West as
excessive violence and abuse of
women, and etc. By denying these
things, we don't prove to Al-Kuffar
that they don't exist. Instead we
prove that we are ashamed of our
religion and want it to be more like
theirs!
But the real war between the
Muslims and non-Muslims is far
worse than a game of cat and
mouse; a psychological battle using
only words and insults. The nonMuslims, the Kuffar, kill us all over
the world and have been doing this
long before the September
Eleventh, 2001 attacks on the
United States of America. They
have proven that they will not let us
establish a State ruled by Islamic
Shariah law. And by using the

In such examples of Kuffar
trying to demean Islam, instead of
lying they often show facts about
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propaganda tactics mentioned
above, they actually succeed in
making many Muslims become
apostates and agree and support
their efforts to eradicate Islam and
kill Muslims! So these points are
most important in trying to
understand why we must fight AlKuffar.

Muslims need to stop denying
Jihad. The excuses for denying it are
endless. But our Glorious Qur'an
talks about Jihad very extensively.
-------------------------------------And fight in the way of Allah with
those who fight with you, and do
not exceed the limits, surely Allah
does not love those who exceed the
limits. And kill them wherever you
find them, and drive them out from
whence they drove you out, and
persecution is severer than
slaughter, and do not fight with
them at the Sacred Mosque until
they fight with you in it, but if they
do fight you, then slay them; such is
the recompense of the unbelievers.
But if they desist, then surely Allah
is Forgiving, Merciful. And fight
with them until there is no
persecution, and religion should be
only for Allah, but if they desist,
then there should be no hostility
except against the oppressors.
(2:190-193)

After all this, it is evident that
one must look to the word of Allah,
the Holy Qur'an, to decide what
should be done when we live under
such circumstances as today. Should
we sit back and watch things get
worse, or should we fight the evil
doers before they destroy all good in
the world?
-------------------------------------For this essay I have read
through the entire Qur'an in
English and selected nearly every
verse pertaining to Al-Jihad. Some
verses were omitted only because
they were self-explanatory, and to
avoid unnecessary repetitiveness to
ensure a better reading experience.
Some verses I will elaborate on the
meaning. The ones which I felt
unnecessary to do so will be
included at the end of the essay.
The key here is to show how and
why the Qur'an has Jihad, and to
prove that the Qur'an does very
much indeed talk about Jihad.

They desire that you should
disbelieve as they have disbelieved,
so that you might be (all) alike;
therefore take not from among
them friends until they fly (their
homes) in Allah's way; but if they
turn back, then seize them and kill
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them wherever you find them, and
take not from among them a friend or
a helper. Except those who reach a
people between whom and you there is
an alliance, or who come to you, their
hearts shrinking from fighting you or
fighting their own people; and if Allah
had pleased, He would have given
them power over you, so that they
should have certainly fought you;
therefore if they withdraw from you
and do not fight you and offer you
peace, then Allah has not given you a
way against them. You will find others
who desire that they should be safe
from you and secure from their own
people; as often as they are sent back
to the mischief they get thrown into it
headlong; therefore if they do not
withdraw from you, and (do not) offer
you peace and restrain their hands,
then seize them and kill them
wherever you find them; and against
these We have given you a clear
authority. (4:89-91)

of Islam). Pointless actions are
meaningless and haram (forbidden).
So the actions taken in Jihad must
serve a purpose. Muslims can only kill
enemy soldiers, assuming we are
talking about a fight on a battlefield.
But when the enemies go to the
extreme and begin to kill our civilians,
putting us in desperate situations, we
are allowed to do what they have done
to us if it is a necessity in bringing us
closer to victory. This absolutely does
not mean that Muslims can specifically
target women, children, and schools
even though they have targeted ours in
the past, but it does mean that we have
a right to defence – to launch missiles
when they are launched at us. So “kill
them wherever you find them” is
referring to killing combatant peoples
only.

“Kill them wherever you find
them” is not a perpetual ticket to kill
every non-Muslim we see. It is only a
permission to kill those who are
If Islam is truly the right religion it killing us, and those who aide in
must be preserved. Allah has put his
killing us. It is a binding duty like a
trust in us to guard it. We cannot
medicine's purpose in eradicating an
allow it to die at the hands of our
infection.
enemies, or at the hands of anyone for
that matter. We without a doubt have
When Allah tells us in the
permission to fight when the enemy
previously mentioned verse not to
fights us.
fight at the mosque, this tells us that
Allah does not like fighting. He
Not exceeding the limits means not dislikes it to the point of not wanting
to do anything unnecessary (ie, an
his home to become a battlefield. So
action that will not further the cause Allah only desires for us to fight to
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save ourselves from an aggressor who is agreement, then they have not failed
just as vicious as the devil himself.
you in anything and have not backed
up any one against you, so fulfill their
We also see from the verse that
agreement to the end of their term;
Allah is forgiving and wants us to be
surely Allah loves those who are
forgiving. We are not to continue
careful (of their duty). So when the
fighting a people who have realized
sacred months have passed away, then
their mistake, have changed their
slay the idolaters wherever you find
ways, and have learned their lesson.
them, and take them captives and
We are supposed to forgive them and besiege them and lie in wait for them
begin relations with them immediately in every ambush, then if they repent
after they stop the persecution. Today, and keep up prayer and pay the poorhowever, the war continues because
rate, leave their way free to them;
the enemies of Islam have not ceased surely Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.
the persecution... they continue it,
And if one of the idolaters seek
and instead of getting better, it keeps protection from you, grant him
getting worse. As long as this happens, protection till he hears the word of
the Muslims will also continue to
Allah, then make him attain his place
become stronger and more violent.
of safety; this is because they are a
THESE are the reasons why the
people who do not know. (9:3-6)
Muslims are fighting the nonMuslims... it is because they are being
It should be noted, and this is very
done injustice. They are not
important, that in Islam there are
aggressors... they are desperate people. really three types of Jihad. The first
They are not doing evil... they are
and greater Jihad, is the well known
doing the will of Allah. Allahu Amber. Jihad of the nafs, which means to
battle against the temptations of the
And an announcement from Allah
soul and strive to become the best and
and His Messenger to the people on
most pious Muslim as possible. I'll also
the day of the greater pilgrimage that note that deniers of physical Jihad
Allah and His Messenger are free from (war) create lies that this Jihad is the
liability to the idolaters; therefore if
only Jihad in Islam. However, we see
you repent, it will be better for you,
from the Qur'an and Sunnah clear as
and if you turn back, then know that day that this is far from the truth. The
you will not weaken Allah; and
second Jihad is the defensive Jihad
announce painful punishment to
which is intended to purge oppressors
those who disbelieve. Except those of from Muslim countries and stop the
the idolaters with whom you made an lands from being pillaged. The third
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Jihad is offensive Jihad, which could
also be categorized as an extension of
the second Jihad. As in the verse
shown above, we see an order which
came later in Islamic revelation, in
which the Muslims are ordered to
fight idolaters (i.e., polytheists,
Mushirkeen, etc) regardless to whether
or not they have transgressed against
the Muslims in the literal sense. This
essay focuses more on defensive Jihad,
since this is usually what the Qur'an is
talking about. However, the
oppression and animosity towards the
Muslims in the original phase of the
hijrah got so intense that eventually it
came clear, and under the orders of
Allah, that the polytheists must always
be fought until their ideologies are
eradicated. This is because of the
reality that Islam is hated by the
polytheists more than anything else.
After they had been given a chance to
live in peace with the Muslims, Allah
revealed to the Messenger Sallallahu
Alaihi Wasallam that they will always
strive to conspire against the truth and
the Muslims. The blasphemies
polytheists commit against Allah, and
even crimes against themselves and
others, are so intense that the final
order for the Jihad, and eternal order,
was to fight them until they repent
and turn to Allah in complete
submission.

always been defensive. An insight into
the final order to fight the polytheists
wherever they are can be summarized
by a lesson from history – they fight
Islam and seek to destroy it at all
times. Perhaps this should not be
taken in a literal and totally perpetual
sense, however, the desire to destroy
Islam is always there to the point that
there should never be an agreement to
live in peace at all times. It will only
backfire on the Muslims, as it did
during the Hijrah when peace treaties
were made. But this does not mean
there can never be periods of peace. If
oppression ceases against the Muslims,
there could be a truce lasting possibly
a few decades. It should be
understood, however, that Muslims
are not going to live eternally under
the subjection of the non-Muslims and
sit in wait for them to transgress
against them. So a fight is inevitable
and Muslims must confront all evil
doers eventually to save them from
destroying themselves. Only a true
Muslim can understand this. Only a
true Muslim can understand the
salvation in Islam and the purity it
brings, and the insurance of truth in
both knowledge and wisdom.

Let there be no mistake – there is
no contradiction in my words.
Muslims cannot be aggressors without
being provoked. Offensive Jihad must
be done as peacefully as possible and
The reality is that Jihad has almost with honour. And the Mujahideen
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never target innocent people. So
Muslims will adapt to war methods
however much the oppressors allow
them to. War can be honourable, or
aggressive, it's whichever oppressors
make of it, and that's always how it's
been. And war is reality.

your claim? If you dislike fighting so
much, and if you make it haram, how
are Muslims supposed to defend
themselves and the religion!? Have you
not read Islamic history? Islam would
have been wiped out over night had it
not been defended with violence. If
you do not think this also applies
As for those who deny the concept today, to the 21st Century, I think you
of Jihad in the form of war, I would
must be living in a hole. I leave you
like to say a number of things of them. with those words and now I continue
A common claim of theirs to deny
analyzing the Qur'an's verses on
Jihad is that the Jihad fought by the
Jihad...
Prophet Muhammad Sallallahu Alaihi
Wasallam and the Sahabah was the
only Jihad and after the death of the
And be not infirm, and be not
Prophet Muhammad Sallallahu Alaihi grieving, and you shall have the upper
Wasallam, no form of war was
hand if you are believers. If a wound
permissible. If this is the truth, why
hath touched you, be sure a similar
then does the Qur'an talk about Jihad wound hath touched the others. Such
so much? If these verses were meant
days (of varying fortunes) We give to
only for the original Muslims, are you men and men by turns: that Allah
saying that the Qur'an is not an
may know those that believe, and that
eternal book of law and that it is not He may take to Himself from your
meant for all times? I seek refuge! It is ranks Martyr-witnesses (to Truth).
known that some verses in the Qur'an And Allah does not love the
on a number of subjects were an
wrongdoers.
extension of other verses, and that
(3:139-140)
some verses abrogate others, but if you
read, you will see that even all of these Those who leave their homes in the
still apply very much to the final code cause of Allah, and are then slain or
of law in the way they are structured
die,- On them will Allah bestow verily
and written! There is no verse in the a goodly Provision: Truly Allah is He
Qur'an which “finalizes” any
Who bestows the best provision. Verily
agreement or order to discontinue
He will admit them to a place with
fighting the disbelievers, and there is which they shall be well pleased: for
absolutely nothing like this in the
Allah is All-Knowing, Most
Sunnah. So where is the validity of
Forbearing. That (is so). And if one
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has retaliated to no greater extent than
the injury he received, and is again set
upon inordinately, Allah will help
him: for Allah is One that blots out
(sins) and forgives (again and again).
(22:58-60)
The Sacred month is for the sacred
month and all sacred things are (under
the law of) retaliation; whoever then
acts aggressively against you, inflict
injury on him according to the injury
he has inflicted on you and be careful
(of your duty) to Allah and know that
Allah is with those who guard (against
evil). (2:194)
And if you take your turn, then
retaliate with the like of that with
which you were afflicted; but if you
are patient, it will certainly be best for
those who are patient. (16:126)
This is proof from the Qur'an that
we, the Muslims, may do unto the
Kuffar what they do to us, meaning
that these verses shed light on what is
happening today regarding our
innocent men, women, and children
being killed and what we are
permitted to do about it. Yet it is
better if we are patient in battle, and
not aggressive. One meaning of this is
not to end a life unless the death of
that life will serve a purpose. Killing
vicious combatant people serves a
purpose in that they will not be able to
harm the Muslims anymore. As for
innocent people, children for example,

Muslims cannot kill them unless it is
part of collateral damage, for instance
if the innocent people are gathered
around the enemy or being used as
human shields.
We must not be aggressive,
particularly what this means is that we
cannot surpass the actions that have
been done to us. If an enemy is
fighting in an honourable way, we
must also do so. But when we are
done aggression to, it is not considered
aggression by Allah if we do to the
enemy what was done to us. Obviously
this must be done under Islamic
guidelines and under obedience to AlIslam's laws. We cannot rape because
we were raped. And despite the fact
that innocent Muslims have
intentionally being targeted by the
Kuffar, Muslims are not permitted to
intentionally target innocent people at
any time. We will behead criminals
but we will not behead children. But if
our children our bombed, we will
bomb the guilty parties regardless of
who is gathered around them. We
target the criminal wherever we can
find him. The order of Allah says to
respect the sanctuaries of the nonMuslims when the sanctuaries of the
Muslims are respected. So if bombs
which show no discrimination were
not dropped on the Muslims, the
Muslims would not be carrying out
9/11-style attacks.
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The above verses convey a very
common concept; an eye for an eye, a
tooth for a tooth. This is what all the
Prophets (peace be upon them) and
the Sahabah practiced. The Prophet
Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam did say not
to kill innocent women and children,
and while the moderates like to
interpret this extremely literally, this is
not the reality. The Sunnah of
Rasulullah Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam
acknowledges that sometimes killing
women and children is unavoidable
and that sometimes even the Sahabah
did kill innocent people:
From Sahih Muslim.
Book 019, Number 4321:
It is reported on the authority of Sa'b
bin Jaththama Radhi Allahu Anhu
that the Prophet of Allah (may Allah’s
peace and blessings be upon him),
when asked about the women and
children of the polytheists being killed
during the night raid, said: They are
from them.
Book 019, Number 4322:
It is narrated by Sa'b bin Jaththama
Radhi Allahu Anhu that he said (to
the Holy Prophet): Messenger of
Allah, we kill the children of the
polytheists during the night raids. He
said “They are from them”.

the night raid? He said: They are from
them.
Sahih Bukhari
Volume 4, Book 52, Number 256:
Narrated As-Sab bin Jaththama:
The Prophet passed by me at a place
called Al-Abwa or Waddan, and was
asked whether it was
permissible to attack the pagan
warriors at night with the probability
of exposing their women
and children to danger. The Prophet
replied, "They (i.e. women and
children) are from them
(i.e. pagans)." I also heard the Prophet
saying, "The institution of Hima is
invalid except for Allah and His
Apostle."
——
To be continued InshaAllah.

Book 019, Number 4323:
Sa'b bin Jaththama has narrated that
the Prophet (may peace be upon him)
asked: What about the children of
polytheists killed by the cavalry during
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QUICK FACTS ABOUT THE MUSLIM WORLD

Abu Hilaal

Niger
Area:1,267,000 sq km
Location: Niger is boarded in the north by Algeria and Libya, to the west by Mali, to the
east by Chad and to the south by Nigeria.
Population:10.5 Million
Main City:Niamey
Ports:None
Niger is one of the beautiful countries in the Muslim world. In most cities one will always
hear the Athaan being called and unlike much of the Muslim world many people still ware
the sunnah clothing.
According to non-Muslim sources the Muslim population of Niger is over 80% but it is
probably more. Muslims came to this part of Africa in the 10 century A.D and most of the local
population accepted Islam.
Like the rest of the Muslim world, Niger also
suffered under the Kuffar colonisers in the
1900's. It was colonised by the French.
This is another Muslim land waiting for revolution. We pray to Allah to remove the puppet regimes that rule with tyranny, the Muslim lands.

Sudan
Area:2,505,820 sq km
Location:Sudan is south of Egypt ,east of Chad and west of Eritrea and Ethiopia.
Main City: Khartoum
Population:37 Million
Ports: Port Sudan (Red Sea)
Sudan is the largest country in Africa. More than 70% of
the country's population are Muslim. About half of Sudan's population speak Arabic as a first language.
Allhamdulilah, some degree of Sharia law is enforced and
unlike many Muslim lands, unlawful acts such as the consumption of alcohol, music etc. are not as prevalent. But
still, the Muslims are thirsty for a true Islamic State. A
state that will not dance to the tune of the Kuffar.
Sudan is a very strategic and important position in the Muslim world. Its cost is not far
from the coast of the Land of the Two Holy Masjids.
In the south there are groups of Kafir rebels who are fighting the government. There are
also tribal in some areas of Sudan such as Darfur. As a result many innocent Muslims have
been killed but many reports in the Kuffar media are exaggerated so as to get public supPagewith
54 the affair of this Muslim land.
port from the disbelieving people to interfere
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replace the local authorities and
proclaimed that shariah (Islamic Law)
should govern the public order (1).
Birth of Adolat
However, by 1990 the group had come
under the strong influence of Tahir
In the early 1990’s, fundamental
Yuldashev, and by 1991 it had
Islamic ideologies went through major transformed itself into Islam Adolati
developments in Central Asia. One
or Islam Lashkarlari (Islamic
such development was the birth of an Warriors).
Islamic militia known as Adolat
(Justice). It first emerged in 1988, in
In a short period of time, Adolat
the city of Namangan, Uzbekistan
gained broad support in the densely
under the leadership of Abduhakim
populated cities of Ferghana valley
(Hakimjon) Sattimov. Adolat (Justice) through its high level of religiosity.
was formed, initially, to help protect
Their contribution to the promotion
the local merchants and traders from of the idea of an Islamic state was
local racketeers. The militia was
immense. Most of the Adolat militias
composed of 8,000 young men
were strong and well trained in
organized into district militias who
patrolled the streets and attempted to —————
regulate market prices. They aimed to 1-Olesen, Islam and Politics in Afghanistan, p. 232.
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different types of martial arts. They
performed all necessary Islamic rituals
and were devoted to Islamic traditions
and moral values. In particular, they
ordered all women not to appear on
the streets unless properly veiled.
Immediately after the collapse of
Soviet Union in December 1991,
Adolat started to conduct military
actions in order to achieve its goals.

President Islam Karimov decided to
send in the army to liberate the
hostages. Several militants were
arrested, but their leader managed to
escape.

In December 1992, the leader of the
Uzbek IPR, Abdullah Utaev,
disappeared in prison, and Adolat and
Tawba were dissolved by the
authorities. Their militants gradually
It was in December 1991, when a
merged with those of the Islamic
group of young Islamic militants from Movement of Uzbekistan, itself in the
Adolat and Tawba took control of the process of being formed, and sought to
building of the former Communist
unify all the small Islamic
Party in Namangan. These militants
movements.(2)
were headed by Tahir Yuldashev. They
The Rise of IMU (Islamic Movement of
demanded that the political
Uzbekistan)
authorities confirm that the new
independent state would be an Islamic IMU was formed in 1998 as a result of
the peace agreement between
one, that shariah would be
implemented, that separate schools for Emomali Rahmonov of People's
Democratic Party of Tajikistan and
girls and boys would be established,
and that local Muslims would be given Said Abdullah Nuri of Islamic
one of the administrative buildings of Renaissance Party of Tajikistan (IRPT)
during the Tajik civil war. The
the town. Thus, on 19 December
movement was formed by a former
1991, President Islam Karimov was
Soviet paratrooper Juma Namangani
compelled to speak with the Islamic
and the Islamic ideologue Tahir
militants in Namangan. When he
witnessed the massive support that the Yuldashev - both ethnic Uzbeks from
the Ferghana Valley, with an aim to
Islamists enjoyed among the local
population, he was deeply impressed. overthrow President Islam Karimov of
The second action came in the spring Uzbekistan and create an Islamic state
under Shariah. It is believed that the
of 1992, again in Namangan when
IMU received initial funding and
members of Tawba took
representatives of the local authorities —————1-O. Roy, “Qibla and the Government House: The
Islamist Networks,” SAIS Review 21, no. 2 (2001),
as hostage and destroyed public
53-63.
buildings. The negotiations failed, and
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assistance from Pakistan's InterServices Intelligence (ISI) agency.
Soon, the IMU began moving towards
the Afghan Taliban and away from
their former and more moderate
IRPT allies - who were in turn backing
the ethnic-Tajik, Ahmad Shah
Massoud and his Northern Alliance
against the Taliban. Nevertheless,
Namangani maintained his base in
Tajikistan's Tavildara Valley, and was
able to recruit large numbers of
disaffected youth from the Ferghana
Valley, where economic hardship and
religious persecution were continuing
under Karimov's authoritarian rule.

government in Bishkek, as well as a
helicopter to transport them to
Afghanistan. Further incursions into
Batken followed, with one raid seeing
a number of Japanese geologists
kidnapped - although denied by Japan,
their subsequent release almost
certainly followed a significant ransom
payment.
2000

In Afghanistan, Yuldashev was able to
exploit the contacts he had made on
his earlier travels to negotiate freedom
of operation from the Taliban, in
return for providing them with
assistance in their battle with
Series of Operations
Massoud’s Northern Alliance. The
IMU established offices and training
1999
camps, and began expanding their
recruitment of disaffected Uzbeks In 1999 a series of explosions in the
with their activities increasingly
capital Tashkent were orchestrated in funded through their lucrative
an unsuccessful attempt on Karimov's participation in the Afghan opium
life. Karimov placed the blame on
trade.
radical Wahhabi Islamists and the
IMU in particular. Later that year the It is estimated that the IMU were now
IMU conducted its first verifiable
approximately 2000 strong, and in the
operations, with an incursion into the spring they contributed around 600
Batken region of southern Kyrgyzstan fighters to the Taliban's offensive
- a region populated mainly by ethnic against Massoud, participating in the
Uzbeks, and lying between Tavildara successful siege of Taloqan, where they
in Tajikistan and the Ferghana Valley fought alongside ibn Laden's 555 Arab
in Uzbekistan. The Islamists seized the Brigade. The IMU also provided the
Mayor of Osh (the regional capital)
Taliban with a useful degree of
and successfully extorted a ransom
deniability - under pressure from
from the ill-prepared Kyrgyz
China to expel Uighur militants the
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Taliban simply sent them north to the
IMU's camps.
By the summer of 2000 Western and
CIS intelligence sources claim the
IMU were equipped with more
advanced weaponry such as sniper
rifles and night-vision goggles, and had
been supplied with a pair of heavy
transport helicopters by Bin Laden.
Namangani led IMU fighters back to
the Tavildara Valley in Tajikistan, and
from there launched multipronged
attacks into Batken in Kyrgyzstan, and
also into northern Uzbekistan, close to
Tashkent.
In August 2000 the IMU also
kidnapped four U.S. mountainclimbers in the Kara-Su Valley of
Kyrgyzstan, holding them hostage
until they escaped on 12 August (3). In
response, the United States classified
the IMU as a Foreign Terrorist
Organization (4).
Once again the raids were followed by
a strategic retreat to Tavildara, and
once again international pressure on
the Tajik government saw Namangani
agree to him and his men being flown
by the Russians back to Afghanistan,
where they arrived in January 2001.
In his book Terror and Consent,
Philip Bobbitt noted that Sultan
Bashiruddin Mahmood, a scientist of
the Pakistan Atomic Energy
Commission, had met Osama bin
Laden in Kabul in August 2001.
Mahmood is said to have disclosed that
bin Laden "insisted that he already had

sufficient fissile material to build a
[nuclear] bomb, having obtained it
from former Soviet stockpiles through
a militant Islamic group, the Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan" (5).
2001
In December, 2001 America’s massive
bombing campaign destroyed the
Taliban regime in Afghanistan. Like
many Taliban and Al Qaeda leaders as
well as fighters, the IMU too moved
into the neighboring Tribal areas of
Pakistan. Juma Namangani was killed
in American air strike near Kunduz,
Afghanistan during the operation in
December, 2001 but Tahir Yuldashev
and his IMU still remains at large in
the Tribal areas of Pakistan. It is still
considered as a “terrorist threat” by
the governments within and outside of
the region.

—————
3-"Significant Terrorist Incidents, 1961-2003: A Brief
Chronology". United States Department of State.
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ho/pubs/fs/5902.htm.
Retrieved on 2007-08-28.
4-Richard Boucher (September 25, 2002).
"Redesignation of the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan
as a Foreign Terrorist Organization". United States
Department of State. http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/
ps/2002/13708.htm. Retrieved on 2007-08-28.
5-Philip Bobbitt, Terror and Consent, p. 120.
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When we intend to embark on a long
and arduous Journey, we go to the
extreme in preparing for such a
journey. When we are informed that a
highly respected and venerated guest
intends to pay us a visit, we prepare in
advance whether it may be in the form
of exquisite food, preparing the table
with the finest dishes or wearing your
best attire.
Allah Azzawajal has endowed us with
the opportunity of preparing for the
greatest month in the Islamic
Calendar, the conglomeration of there
blessings and mercies, the pinnacle of
mercy and reward, the guest of gests,
Ramadhaan. The month of
Ramadhaan is a striking and unique
event in the spiritual journey of a

Muslim. The uniqueness, greatness
and festivity of such an event demand
a great deal of preparation.
The month of Sha`baan is the month
of preparation for this great month
spectacle. Generally, Muslim women
tend Ramadan shopping in the last
few day of Sha`baan. Preparation for
out bellies drastically overpowers our
preparations for the month of
Ramadan spiritually. Due to the lack
of significance shown to the spiritual
dimensions of Ramadan, we tend to
override the spiritual significance of
the month of Ramadan by giving less
important like shopping etc.
In one narration of Abu Dawood,
Aa`isha (Radhi Allahu Anhu) says
"The most beloved of all months
(besides Ramadhaan )to Rasulullah
(Sallallahu alaihi wasallam) to fast was
Sha`baan them he would join it with
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Ramadhaan."
Sha`baan is like an exercise and a
form of practice to get us geared up to
benefit completely from the month of
Ramadhaan.
In order for us to get groove of fasting
and reading the Quraan excessively, we
should fast and excessive our recitation
of the Quraan.
Virtues of fasting in the month of
Sha`baan

Usaamah bin Zaid (Radhi Allahu
anhu) said "I said ‘O Messenger of
Allah, I do not see you fasting in
month from amongst all months like
what you fasted in Sha`baan’. He said
'This is a month of which all actions
are raised to the Lord of the Worlds,
and I love that my actions be raised
while I al fasting." (Nasai 201/4,
Musnad Ahmad 201/5)
It is reported by At-Tirmidhi, Anas
(Radhi Allahu anhu) said:"Rasullulah
(Sallallahu alaihi wasallam) was asked
which fast is the most virtues after
Ramadhaan. He said 'Sha`baan to
honour Ramadhaan." So which charity
is the most virtues? He said 'charity in
Ramadhaan." (atTirmidhi)
Wouldn't it be pitiable condition that
our actions are raised to the heavens
while indulging some acts of futility?

In one narration of Bukhari and
Muslim Aa`isha (Radhi Allahu anha)
said that Rasulullah (Sallallahu alaihi
wasallam) would not fast in any month
more than the month of Sha`baan.
Indeed he use to fast for the entire
Month of Sha`baan.
Umm Salamah (Radhi Allahu anha)
said: "I did not see the Messenger of
Allah (Sallallahu alaihi wasallam)
fasting for two consecutive months
except Sha`baan and Ramadhaan. (atTirmidhi).
Aa`isha (Radhi Allahu anha) said:
"The Messenger of Allah (Sallallahu
alaihi wasallam) used to fast the most
in Sha`baan. So I said O Messenger of
Allah, I noticed that you fast the most
in the month of Sha`baan. He said
"Indeed this month is ordained for the
Angel of Death( i.e. those who will
die). I do not love my name to be
recorded except while I am fasting."
(Abu Ya'lah, 4911)
Salamah bin Kahl said: " It used to be
said "The month of the Sha`baan is
the month of the Quraan" (Lathaiful
Ma`arif)
A poet says:
"Rajjab has passed and what good have
you done in it? And this is the blessed
month of Sha`baan. Soon you
separate from all types of enjoyments
forcefully"
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Wata`ala descends to the sky of this
world and says, "Is there anyone who
is seeking forgiveness from me which I
may forgive."

In the month of Sha`baan, Allah
presents us with a great opportunity
proximity to him. During the 15th
night of Sha`baan, Allah forgives
thousands of Muslims, how
unfortunate will that person whose
sins are not forgiven on such an
auspicious night be!
Abu Musa Radhi Allahu Anhu said
that Rasulullah (May Allah's peace be
upon him) said: "Indeed Allah
descends during the 15th night of
Sha`baan and he forgives his entire
creation except an idolater and a
person who has enmity for his Muslim
brother" (Ibn Majah)

Rasulullah Sallallahu Alaihi wasallam
would stay awake during 15th night of
Sha`baan and engage himself in
worship. The Taabi`een used to exert
themselves in worship during the 15th
night of Sha`baan.
We should take cognisance of the great
virtue during this great and virtues
night by exerting in worship and
Salaah.

A poet says:
"Stand during the blessed 15th night,
Aa`isha (Radhi Allahu anha) said that praying. The most honourable nights
Rasulullah Sallallahu Alaihi wasallam on this month (Sha`baan) is the 15th
said: "Indeed Allah, the most blessed, night.
the most high descends on the 15th
night of Sha`baan to the sky of this
We should not pass this night
world and forgives more than the
neglectfully as a poet says: "How many
number of hair on the goats of the
youth are there who pass this night of
tribe of Kalb" (At-Tirmidhi, Ahmad, Sha`baan while being unaware"
Ibn Majah)
The Ultimate limit of this month lies
ِAbdullah bin Umar (RA) narrated
in the 15th night. Thousands of
that Rasulullah Sallallahu alaihi
Muslims are forgiven. We should grasp
wasallam said: "Indeed Allah peers out this rare opportunity with glee
at his creation during the 15th night of enthusiasm.
Sha`baan and he forgives his slaves
except two: One who has enmity and a Anas Ibn Maalik Radhi Allahu
murderer. (Ahmad,176/2)
Anhu reports that Rasulullah
(Sallallaahu 'alaihi wa sallam)
On this night, Allah Subhanahu
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would recite the following
supplication at the approach of
the Month of Rajab:

May Allah give us the ability to
practice on this short article. Ameen

Allahumma baarik lanaa fee
Rajaba wa Sha'baana wa ballighnaa Ramadaan
Translation: Oh Allah! Grant us
Barakah (Blessing) during (the
months of) Rajab and Sha'baan,
and allow us to reach Ramadaan.
(Shu'abul-Imaan,)
We should recite this Du`aa every day
in anticipation of the blessed month
of Ramadhaan.
In Conclusion, the amount of
readiness we display by exerting
spiritually during this month
expounds our illustrated significance
for the month of Ramadhaan. Take
full benefit of the 15th night of
Sha`baan for verily it is indeed a night
endowed with mercy and blessings
A poet says:
“Sha`baan has arrived to honour
Ramadhaan. Where are those who are
enthusiastic for Ramadhaan with the
zeal for Ramadhaan?
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